For every countable, connected graph A containing no one-way infinite path the following is shown: Let G be an arbitrary graph which contains for every positive integer n a system of n disjoint graphs each isomorphic to a subdivision of A. Then G also contains infinitely many disjoint subgraphs each isomorphic to a subdivision of A. In addition, corrections of errors are given that occur unfortunately in the forerunner of the present paper.
Intmduction
In [7] Hahn posed the following problem: (1) I *et A be an arbitrary graph and assume that a graph G contains for every positive integer n a system of n disjoint graphs each isomorphic to A. Does then G necessarily contain infinitely many disjoint copies of A?
In [3] this question has been answered affirmatively if A is a graph that arises from n dip:-' U JJUInf one-way infinite paths by identifying their initial vertices (where n is an arbitrary cardinal # 0). Furthermore it was shown in [3] that the answer to (1) is affirmative if A ly c ;c * countable tree with finite diameter. In [ 11, [8] and [9] it was independently shown by counterexamples that the answer to (1) is negative in the general case of an arbitrary graph A.
The present paper deals with the following analogue to (1): (2) Let A be an arbitrary graph and assume that a graph G contains for every positive integer n a system of n disjoint graphs each isomorphic to a subdivision of A. Does then G necessarily contain infinitely many disjoint subgraphs each isomorphic to a subdivision of A?
In [7] this question was answered affirmatively if A is a graph such that a subdivision of A is isomorphic to a subgraph of S, where S is the graph in Fig. 1 of [3] . This class of graphs includes every tree in which each vertex has degree not greater than 3. This result was sharpened in [2] by showing that the above result holds for all local?y finite trees. Furthermore in [l] an example was given showing that the answer to (2) is negative in the general case of an arbitrary graph A. In addition it is easy to see that the answer to (1) and (2) is affirmative if A is a finite graph (see [7] ).
The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following theorem concerning problem (2):
For every countable, connected graph A containing no one-way infinite path the answer to (2) is positive.
Furthermore we give three examples showing that this statement becomes false if we drop one of the conditions on A. In addition, we correct some errors that occur unfortunately in the forerunner of the present paper [3] .
Definitions and notations
In this paper we consider only undirected graphs containing no loops or multiple edges. By V(G) and E(G) we denote the set of vertices and edges of the graph G, respectively. A path is a graph having exactly n + 1 different vertices zi(,, . . . , t'" and n edges e, = (Vi, q, *) (i = 0, . . . , n -1). Let A, B be graphs; if P=&, . #. , VJ is a path such that P n A = v,, and P n B = u,, then P is called a (A, B)-path. We also write Y = P(a, 6) for a path beginning in a and ending in 6. All vertices of P(a, 6) different from a and 6 are called inner vertices of P(a, 6). A one-way infinite path (briefly: l-path) is a graph that consists of a sequence C,l. c 19 l l l of different vertices and the edges ei == (vi, vi+,) (i = 0, 1, . . .).
BY
we denote the cardinality of a set S. Let G be a graph. G is called countable if IGi : = 1 V( G)( is countable. G is called connected if for every a, 6 E V(G) there is a path P(a, 6) in G. A maximal connected subgraph of G is called s: component of G. By G:(G) we denote the set of components of G. By G A V (for Vz V(G)) we denote the graph that arises from G by dropping every vertex V and every edge incident to v. (If H is a subgraph of G, then we also write G _Z N instead of G -i, V( If).) If G' is isomorphic to G, then we call G' a copy of G. If G' is a subgraph of G, then we write G'c, G. For a cardinal n we write K, for the complete graph with n vertices. Let E z E(G). Subdivide every e E E by inserting a finite number of new vertices of degree two on e. Then the arising graph G' is called a subdivision of G and the vertices of G are called main vertices of G'. We write Ifs G if there is a subgraph of G isomorphic to a subdivision of ff. By uICI Gj we denote the disjoint union of a family (Gi)icr of graphs. For a graph A and a cardinal n we write nA for the graph u iEl Ai if Ai is isomorphic to A for every i E I and I!]= n. We sha!'. 
Proof. (I)
Find a complete subsystem 3' of % according to Lemma 1. Then for every k EN there is a nk EN and a '%i E '%' n%,, with 1'%k1= k. Obviously it suffices to prove Lemma 2 for %I, (,k EN). Thus we can assume without loss of generality:
(3) {A(q.p) E $)I : A(qYP) n A(n,m) = 0} is an incomplete subsystem of ti for every /pm, E 8.
(II) We are going to show the following: (4) For every A'E ?l and every complete subsystem '8 of '8, there is a finite, connected subgraph T' of A', a sequence of different C( E E(A'-T') (i = 1,2, . . .) and a complete subsystem cu" of 3, '8% '?I', such that: (4.1) AnUF=, C{#0 for every A&%". (4.2) '8; = {A E a": A n Cl # 0) is an incomplete subsystem of % (i = 1,2, . . .). Proof of (4). Let us assume that (4) does not hold for a certain pair A', '?I'. We lead this assumption to a contradiction by constructing a l-path in A':
1. Let D, = A'; then by (3) '@" = {A E '5%' : A n D1 # 0) is a complete subsystem of 9l.
2. Let us assume that for a certain n EN the subgraphs Di (i = 1, . . . , n) and Ti (i = 1,. . ", n -1) of A' have already been defined such that:
(a) 7&Di (i= l,...,n-1) (b) Di~&(Di_l'~-I) (i=2,...,n) (c) K is finite and connected. (d) There is an e, 'T= (a, bi)e E(A'): ai E Ti, bi E Ti+l (i = 1, l s l 9 n -2). (e) There is a complete subsystem '@") of '8, 9(n) c %', such that A n D,, # 8 for every A E a("). Then, because of IT,, 1 <x and (e), '8" is a complete subsystem of 3, %"c%'. Furthermore notice that 6(0, A T,)r @(A': T'). Hence T', QD,, L T,), %" form a triplet having all properties described in (4). This is a contradiction to our assumption that (4) does not hold for A' and %'. Thus (*) is proved. 3. By 1 and 2 a sequence T, (n EN) of disjoint connected subgraphs of A' is defined such that every T, is connected to T, +, by an edge of A'. Hence A' contains a l-path. Thus (4) is proved.
(III) For A'E % and a complete subsystem '8' of '8, we shall write @(A', 8') = (T-'9 (c;'),,N. '8') for a triplet according to (4) . Lemma 2 can now be easily proved by successive application of (4): 1. Let @(A"*", '8) = (T'*'), (~'T1'jiEN, !$J'lvl)) and $$, : = {J@')}.
2. Let a, = {A'Y~+~~': i = 1, . . . , n}, T'q~~P~~~r, (C~qn*P-~))jEy (i = 1, . . . , n) and 'B("*n' be already defined such that I'%,, I= n ad %3("*") is a cimplete subsystem of 8. Choose % n+l _;(A(%.I~R+L+ j = 1,. . . , n + l)~'@"-") with $,, + , = n + 1. Furthermore define T6'9**~*p~~+l.~), (C'qn+I*P"+l~~))j,=N (i = 1, . . . , n + 1) and $$n + 1.0 + 1) by Proof. In 1 and 2 we shall define for every n EN a subdivision Kf of K, such that K$ K:,, C_ H. Then obviously UT= 1 Kz is a subdivision of KKO in If.
1. Let KF= al for a1 E V(G,) such that a, = v('*j) for infinitely many j E N.
2. Let KE be already defined such that for the main vertices a,, . . . , a, of Kz the following holds: There is an infinite Jc N such that a,,, = v('m*j) for every j E J and certain s, EN (m = 1, . . . , n). Choose a G, with Kz n G, = $3. Further, pick a,,,, E V( G,) and an infinite .I' c .I such that a,+l = v('*j) for every j E J'. Now find n different Gj(k) with j(k)EJ' and Gj(k)nKz =0 (k = 1,. . . , n). Because Gj(k) iis connected we have: There is a path W(a,, a,,,) = W, such that the inner vertices of W, belong to Gj(k,(k = 1, . . . , n). Hence Kz+ 1 = Kz U U Fsl W, is a subdivision of K,,+l. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
Theorem. Every countable, connected graph A containing no l-path is regular.
Proof. (I) Since every finite graph is regular, s;i!7pose A is infinite. Let G be a graph that contains for every n EN a system !& = {A("*"'): m = 1, . . . , n} of n disjoint subdivisions of A. Let '8 = U r= 1 %,. We have to show that G 3 &A holds. If there are already infinitely many disjoint graphs in %!I, then the theorem is proved. Hence we can assume that there are not infinitely m;lny disjoint graphs in %. Thus by Lemma 2 we can assume without loss of generality that for every A' "*"')E a, there is a finite connected subgraph '.r*nVm) of A("*m) and a sequence of different CinVmi E &(A("*m) i T("*m)) (i EN) such that:
(1) a("*m) = {Atqqp) E % : Atqvp) f~ U y= 1 cnvrn' = $9) is an incomplete subsystem of 8.
(2) %:nVm) = {A (q.P) E B : AhP) (7 Cj n*m)# pl} is an incomplete subsystem of %(i = 1,2, . . .).
(II) In 1 and 2 we shall define a subgraph G' of G which is isomorphic to a subdivision of a graph H having the structure described in Lemma 3. Then by Lemma 3 and since A is countable: &A c KKO g HZ G. Thus the theorem is proved.
1. G, : = 7-(? 3. Ry 1 and 2 a sequence G,(n EN) and corresponding (Gi, Gi)-paths W(i, j) are defined such that G': = U f = 1 G, U U i<j W( i, j) is a subdivision of a graph H as in Lemma 3. This completes the proof of our theorem.
Some examples
Considering the theorem of the present paper one may ask, if the statement remains true if one drops one of the three conditions on A. The following three examples show that the answer is negative: The theorem becomes false if only one of the three conditions is drolpped. Let CO be a graph that arises from (QncE as follows: Let
identify the vertices at (n EN) and let C,: = Uz= 1 CL. Let A = utzO C,. Construction of G. Now we construct a graph G such that nA E G for every neN but not K,AgG.
Let Cn,j (i=1,2,. . .) be a sequence of disjoint copies of C, such that Cn,j f~ CO = $9. The vertices of Cn,j will be called a:*', b,"*' etc. Let I?, be the graph that arises from CO and (Cn,j)jEN by identifying c;-'E Cn,j with cl; E C0 (j = 1,2, . . .). Let G = nGl (0, U nC,).
The proof that A and G have the asserted properties will be left to the reader. Example 3. Let A' be the graph in Fig. 2 of [3] . In the following we shall use the notations given in Fig. 2 of [3] . Let A* be the graph that arises from A' by adding K2 new vertices to A' and joining them to a E V(A') by edges. Let A be the graph that arises from A * by replacing every edge of A* by "an edge of thickness K,", * . . i.e.: Let e = (x, y) E E(A*); then drop e and join x and y by K1 disjoint paths of length 2. Then A is a connected, uncountable, nonregular graph without l-path.
FCW the proof one has to construct G analogously to the construction of G in ExampIe 3. 
